COME JOIN US AT HUNTERS STEAK HOUSE!

SINCE OUR ATTENDANCE HAS GROWN, OUR MEETINGS WILL NOW BE UPSTAIRS IN THE BIG ROOM!

11:30–12:30
LUNCH AND CHAPTER BUSINESS

12:30 PRESENTATION:

John Koeller will be presenting on “MaP” testing for toilet flush performance.

We compare 1800 toilet models from 100 different brands. The Maximum Performance – MaP -- test is a better way to measure how well a toilet works in the one area that really counts: FLUSH PERFORMANCE!

MaP is an INDEPENDENT TEST...

Not influenced by manufacturers or other special interests.

1:00 RAFFLE: WIN 2010 CALIFORNIA PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL CODES + MORE.

1:30 CLOSE MEETING

COST: $15
INCLUDES: LUNCH, SALAD

FOR MORE INFORMATION, DAVID GANS (760) 801-0327